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**ABSTRACT**

Antisense oligonucleotides (oligos) [1,2] have been administered against prostatic LNCaP cells in both in vivo and in vitro models. In spite of advances in early detection, the treatment of prostate cancer has not improved and it is estimated that 233,000 new cases will be diagnosed and 29,450 men will die from it this year in the United States [3]. Gene therapy and immune checkpoint blockade could provide some improvement. However, our studies indicate that gene therapy employing oligos directed towards bcl-2 (in LNCaP cells) frequently are compensated for by altered regulation of apoptosis, increased androgen sensitivity and enhanced oncogene activity [4]. In addition, we found that certain oligo conformations induce interferon [5], enhance cell surface antigen expression (prostate specific membrane antigen (PSMA)) [6] and potentially increase tumor recognition and targeting by the immune system.

We hypothesized that immunologic recognition is an additional pathway for compensation which follows suppressive bcl-2 treatment and suggest that this type of gene therapy could influence proteins associated with immune checkpoint blockade [7,8] now the “standard for care” treatment of melanoma and currently being evaluated for kidney and other solid tumors (including the prostate). Therefore, markers targeted by these new agents should be evaluated to identify changes in expression produced by previous therapy.
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**INTRODUCTION and BACKGROUND**

Prostate cancer is similar to melanoma in several respects. Each can remain inactive for long periods of time, are frequently treated by irradiation and express tumor associated antigens (gp100/melanoma and PSA, PSMA, PAP and PCA-3/prostate). Irradiated tumors shed antigens and provide recognition targets for activated T cells (unless inhibited by Treg suppressor cells). Immune checkpoint blockade works by several mechanisms which include targeting suppressive proteins (like CTLA-4) which interferes with the stimulatory interaction of T lymphocyte CD28 with B7 on antigen presenting cells. The result is continued anti-tumor immunologic responsiveness and prevention of tumor induced anergy and T cell tolerance. Anti-CTLA antibodies also expand Treg cells in lymph nodes, but cause their depletion in the tumor microenvironment [8]. Such therapy could be employed following or in combination with gene therapy (including the use of antisense oligos). In addition to targeting the inhibitory signaling of T-cell CTLA-4, newer agents (monoclonals) have targeted the programmed death protein (PD-1) expressed by tumors, and its ligand (PD-L1). When expressed, PD-1 acts as a tumor expressed cloaking device, inhibiting specific cytotoxic lymphoid activity. If immune blockade therapy were to enter clinical trials for prostate cancer, these targets could be influenced by prior gene therapy and affect outcomes, therefore changes in expression must be taken into account.

Antisense oligonucleotides (oligos) have been employed in both in vivo and in vitro prostate cancer models employing LNCaP and PC-3 cell lines. Genes targeted include protein growth factors, androgens, receptors for stimulating factors, inhibitors of apoptosis (BCL-2 and clusterin) and oncogenes. Some (developed by Oncogenex Pharmaceuticals) have entered clinical trials (OGX-011) while others are in preclinical development (OGX-225) [9]. Oligos act through a variety of mechanisms and provide a specific and relatively non-toxic method for translational arrest by degradation of annealed mRNA:oligo duplexes by RNase H [10], protein binding, DNA triplex formation [11,12] and especially DNA-RNA triplex formation [13]. In attempts to increase the efficacy of oligos our lab has been evaluating bispecific derivatives [14-20] with more than one binding site on a single DNA strand. Bispecifics were developed in order to suppress the expression of two gene products. In LNCaP cells we found that mono-specific oligos targeting bcl-2 and bispecifics targeting both bcl-2 and the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) have comparable activities in suppressing BCL-2 expression as
determined by both in vitro growth and BCL-2 expression [20]. Therefore, the presence of a second binding site does not diminish activity of the other.

In theory gene therapy should be specific and lack non-specific effects. In practice this is not so, and the non-specific effects can compromise the initial attempt to control tumor growth. Since these approaches are now in clinical practice, the recognition of side effects is increasingly important to enhance efficacy of this innovative therapy. In the LNCaP model, cells treated with mono- or bispecific oligos targeting bcl-2 were extracted for RNA and evaluated protein expression employing RT-PCR. We found that inhibition of BCL-2 with antisense oligos suppressed the apoptotic promoter caspase-3 [19] and enhanced expression of the androgen receptor (AR) [22], p300 [22], interleukin-6 (IL-6) [22], oncogenes viral myelocytomatosis (v-MYC) [22] and signal transducer and activator of transcription3 (STAT3) proteins. This suggested that following BCL-2 suppressive therapy, there could be selective pressure for a more aggressive (androgen-sensitive, oncogene driven) phenotype. Recognition of this transition is important if either gene therapy or immune checkpoint blockade were to be employed.

THE HYPOTHESES

We hypothesized that immune regulation could provide an additional pathway to evade therapy through compensation. To test this theory we once again used RT-PCR to evaluate the immune regulatory markers for programmed death-1 (PD-1) and its ligand (PD-1L) and found significant enhancement of both. However, enhancement of PD-L1, although significant is relatively small, suggesting that in this system therapy directed against PD-L1 could be more effective following suppressive BCL-2 therapy than that directed against PD-1. PD-1 is a protein which is tumor cell associated and interacts with T cells in a manner which induces tumor tolerance. If immune checkpoint blockade treatment were to be used against prostate cancer it is important to evaluate the suitability of each target, whether it be protein or ligand and how expression may be altered by prior treatment. A variety of monoclonals directed against either PD-1 or PD-L1 are in commercial development, and several (MK-3475 and nivolumab) are in the FDA approval process.

To more fully understand the effects of prior treatment on subsequent treatment based on immune blockade, we proposed that additional immune-regulators be similarly evaluated, to include fas, interferon, interleukin-2, tumor necrosis factor and their respective activating ligands and receptors. These proteins regulate several pathways leading towards cell death and immune potentiation and could provide an overall view of the compensatory non-specific effects of therapy.

EVALUATION OF HYPOTHESES

Oligonucleotides

Oligos (mono- or bispecific) can be purchased from Eurofins MWG Operon (Huntsville, AL). Each would be phosphorothioated on three terminal bases at 5’ and 3’ positions. Stock solutions are made to a final concentration of 625 μM in sterile Dulbecco PBS.

Base Sequences

Each oligo contains at least one CAT sequence and target the area adjacent to the mRNA AUG initiation codon for the targeted protein (EGFR or bcl-2).

**MR**1 (monospecific targeting bcl-2) T-C-T-C-C-C-A-G-C-G-T-G-C-G-C-C-A-T


Cell Culture

LNCaP cells were grown in RPMI 1640 supplemented with 10% bovine serum, 1% L-glutamine and 1% penicillin/streptomycin in a 5% CO₂ incubator. Log phase cells were harvested using EDTA/Trypsin and equally distributed into 75 cm² flasks (Corning, NY). At intervals media was either supplemented or replaced with fresh.

Determination of Growth

Four days prior to the addition of oligos 1 X 10⁴ LNCaP cells were added, in a total 200 μl volume of media, to each depression of a 96 well plate and incubated at 37°C in a 5% CO₂ incubator. On the day of transfection the following solutions were prepared:

A) 1 μl of buffer containing either oligo or a diluent is added to 50 μl of OPTI-MEM and gently mixed.

B) 1 μl of Lipofectin is diluted in 50 μl of OPTI-MEM and mixed gently for 5 minutes at room temperature.

C) Oligo dilutions are added to 50 μl of Lipofectin and gently mixed for 20 minutes at room temperature.

D) 100 μl of the Lipofectin and oligos are added to 100 μl of RPMI medium and mixed.

Cells were incubated for 24-48 hrs before solutions are aspirated and re-incubated for an additional 48 hrs in 200 μl of media. Cell counts were determined following the addition of WST-1 reagent to each well, and after 2 hrs the color intensity was measured by a micro-plate reader at a wavelength of 450 nm, using a reference of 650 nm. Values obtained were determined after the subtraction of paired blank samples from the
Experimental wells were purchased from RealTimePrimers (Elkins Park, PA). The primer sequences for our preliminary work which is summarized here are listed below.

**PD-1**
- Forward primer sequence: 5’ GAC TAT GGG GAG CTG GAT TTT 3’
- Reverse primer sequence: 5’ AGA GCA GTG TCC ATC CTC AG 3’

PCR product produced was 192 base pairs in length.

**PD-L1**
- Forward primer sequence: 5’ TGA TAC ACA TTT GGA GGA GAC G 3’
- Reverse primer sequence: 5’ CCC TCA GGC ATT TGA AAG TAT C 3’

PCR product produced was 261 base pairs in length.

**DETECTION AND QUANTITATION OF PRODUCT**

**Agarose Gel Electrophoresis**

1.5% agarose gels were prepared in a 50 ml volume of TBE buffer (1X solution: 0.089 M Tris borate and 0.002M EDTA, pH 8.3), containing 3 μl of ethidium bromide in a Fisher Biotest electrophoresis system. Samples were run for 2 hours at a constant voltage of 70 using a BioRad 1000/500 power supply source. To locate the amplified PCR product, 3 μl of a molecular marker (Invitrogen) which contains a sequence of bases in 100 base pair increments (Invitrogen) as well as 2 μl of a sucrose based bromphenol blue tracking dye were run in each gel. For actin product localization, the tracking dye is included in each sample run; for all others the tracking dye ran separately.

**Quantitation**

Gels were visualized under UV light and photographed using a Canon PowerShot ELPH 300HS digital camera. Photos were converted to black and white format and bands quantitated using Mipav software provided by NIH.

**RESULTS**

**Preliminary Findings**

**Cell Culture Experiments**

The equivalence of mono- and bi-specific oligos directed against bcl-2 has been established and previously published [18]. LNCaP cells were incubated with MR<sub>4</sub>, MR<sub>24</sub>, and MR<sub>42</sub> and compared to lipofectin containing controls. In an initial experiment each oligo significantly inhibited the growth of LNCaP cells: MR<sub>4</sub> by 23.8% (p = 0.0004); MR<sub>24</sub> by 31.2% (p < 0.001); and MR<sub>42</sub> by 31.7% (p < 0.001).

In a repeat experiment LNCaP cells were similarly incubated and compared to lipofectin containing controls. Bispecific oligos MR<sub>24</sub> and MR<sub>42</sub> produced significant respective inhibitions of 49.5% (p <
0.001) and 56.8% (p < 0.001), and were at least as effective as the mono-specific MR\textsubscript{4} directed only towards bcl-2 in the inhibition of \emph{in vitro} cell growth.

\textbf{RT-PCR Experiments}

As a control, comparable amounts of extracted RNA from LNCaP cells treated with either mono- or bispecific oligos directed against bcl-2 (and EGFR in the bispecifics). In a series of control experiments (data not shown) to validate RNA extraction and RT-PCR procedures, the expression of human actin in HeLa cells was identified \cite{19}

\textbf{PD-1 Expression}

Comparable amounts of extracted RNA from LNCaP cells treated with either mono- or bispecific oligos directed against BCL-2 (and EGFR in the bispecifics) was then evaluated by RT-PCR using primers directed against PD-1. A representative band is presented in Figure 1.

When background intensity was subtracted, the relative intensity of the bands corresponding to PD-L1 representing cells treated with MR\textsubscript{4}, MR\textsubscript{24} and MR\textsubscript{42} compared to controls were increased 149.3% ± 113.3 (P = 0.018476), 320.7% ±281.0 (P = 0.034078), and 193.9% ± 117.0. (P = 0.005988) (mean ± SD). These results indicate that the expression of the immune blockade marker PD-1 is significantly enhanced suggesting once again another compensatory response to BCL-2 suppression may occur.

\textbf{PD-L1 Expression}

Comparable amounts of extracted RNA from LNCaP cells treated with either mono- or bispecific oligos directed against BCL-2 (and EGFR in the bispecifics) was then evaluated by RT-PCR using primers directed against PD-L1. A representative band is presented in Figure 2.

When background intensity was subtracted, the relative intensity of the bands corresponding to PD-L1 representing cells treated with MR\textsubscript{4}, MR\textsubscript{24} and MR\textsubscript{42} compared to controls were increased 33.3% ± 20.1 (P = 0.006079), 51.0% ±36.7 (P = 0.014394), and 28.5% ± 19.3 (P = 0.010793) (mean ± SD). These results indicate that the expression of the immune blockade marker PD-L1 is significantly enhanced (to lesser extent), suggesting once again another compensatory response to BCL-2 suppression may occur.

\textbf{EVALUATION OF HYPOTHESIS}

Similar experiments to those presented above would be performed employing primers for both forward and reverse sequences of genes associated with death, growth, differentiation and immune regulation. This would include, but not necessarily limited to, proteins fas, interferon, interleukin-2 and tumor necrosis factor, in addition to their respective receptors and ligands.

\textbf{DISCUSSION}

Although great strides have been made for the treatment of cancer using the triad of surgery, radiation and chemotherapy, this group of diseases is estimated to afflict an estimated 1,665,140 Americans and kill 585,720 [3], in 2014. Although continued improvements can be made in these therapies, new approaches are necessary to be employed either alone or in some type of combination with the above. Advances in molecular biology and immunology have led to new types of treatment, focusing on either the individual or the immune system. These include gene therapy with oligos, targeted therapy based upon individual tumor genetic profiles (BRAF mutations in melanoma), cellular gene therapy (using vectors to transfect genes or oligos) particularly those directed to regulate the immune system and immune checkpoint blockade \cite{23,24,25}. Each of these treatments continue to evolve, based upon the discovery and characterization of new protein mutations and immune checkpoint regulators.

The future will include a variety of such agents being used, either alone or in combination. While chemotherapy and some targeted treatments often lead to tumor resistance, immune checkpoint blockade enhances the activity of the immune system, and should not itself make tumors resistant. Instead, tumors remain susceptible to an activated specific immunity and these agents retain suitability for re-administration either as a periodic immune stimulus or following recurrence. The discovery of numerous immune checkpoint proteins and therapy directed at more than one (either alone or in combination) make this an exciting field, where advances develop rapidly and, pending FDA approval, new agents become available quickly.

At this time it is necessary to emphasize that some types of therapy, particularly gene directed, can alter some of the targets of immune checkpoint blockade therapy. However, due to the development of multiple agents by various companies, this can be overcome by employing one of the alternative agents targeting either the same protein, or pathway. Therefore, gene expression changes that follow drug administration in efforts for the tumor to compensate must be evaluated. If changes are noted, the therapy chosen should take these into account. As an example, we evaluated both PD-1 and PD-L1 expression following bcl-2 suppressive therapy. Although both proteins increased significantly, the enhancement of PD-L1 was not as great. Therefore, this could make it a better target for monoclonal antibodies than PD-1. It is imperative to understand the consequences of initial therapy and possible adverse effects produced later. Failure to recognize these compensatory mechanisms could lead to the activation of genes associated with a more aggressive, hormone sensitive, oncogene driven stage, as suggested in this
LNCAp model. Evaluation of fas, interferon, interleukin-2, tumor necrosis factor and their respective receptors and ligands are only some of the immunoregulatory proteins which must be evaluated. In addition to oligonucleotides which regulate expression of microRNAs [26] should be similarly studied. As hypothesized, many others are probably involved and subject to tumor compensatory mechanisms, particularly (as previously indicated) those involving apoptosis, hormone sensitivity and oncogene activity.

CONCLUSION

We hypothesized and now conclude that immunologic recognition is an additional pathway for compensation which follows suppressive bcl-2 treatment and suggest that this type of suppressive gene therapy, particularly that mediated by oligonucleotides (and in this case directed against BCL-2) could influence proteins associated with immune checkpoint blockade, altering efficacy.
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FIGURE 1
Significantly Increased Expression of PD-1 in Representative Agarose Gel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Untreated</th>
<th>Treated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MR₄</td>
<td>MR₂₄</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR₄²</td>
<td>MR₄²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Control | MR₄ | MR₂₄ | MR₄² |
Mean     | 0   | 149.34 | 320.7 | 193.92 |
SD       | 0   | 113.2668 | 281.0184 | 116.9955 |

P vs control
Mono     | Bispecific | Bispecific |
0.018476 | 0.034078   | 0.005988  |

PD-1 is a 192 base pair product

FIGURE 2
Significantly Increased Expression of PD-L1 in Representative Agarose Gel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Untreated</th>
<th>Treated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MR₄</td>
<td>MR₂₄</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR₄²</td>
<td>MR₄²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Control | MR₄ | MR₂₄ | MR₄² |
Mean     | 0   | 33.26 | 51.04 | 28.5 |
SD       | 0   | 20.12295 | 36.66965  | 19.28756 |

P vs control
Mono     | Bispecific | Bispecific |
0.006079 | 0.014394   | 0.010793  |

PD-L1 is a 261 base pair product